
Anomalies and cystic diseases of  the 
kidney

- Anomalies
① Agenesis : Complete absence

of renal tissue Unilateral or bilateral

associated with Insulin resistance ,
DM

② Horseshoe kidney : Most
common congenital anomaly/90% fused at lower pole

③ Hypoplasia : Reduced nephrons and Pyramids 6 or
less ( Normal Pyramids= more than 7-

Associated with PAXZ mutation

Autosomal dominant Polycystic Autosomal recessive Polycystic
kidney disease kidney disease

--Mutations in Polycystinicpkiz ) lycystinzpkDz) • Mutation⇒R-KHDBCfibrocyst.in/polyductin)---associated withTsthmt internal tubular epith cells e- Children
- I -211000 birth

* 85% 15%
- Male = female - Portal fibrosis
- ADULT located in primaryci Primary cilia and - Markedly enlarged kidney with smooth surface

1- cell membrane of endoplasmic reticular - small cysts in Cortex and medullarenal tubnlerepith* defect in PKDzor PKDZ cells
→ b calcium 1- Mva so pressin →pgAµpp

* Histologic description→ Cysts lined by lowculomnar, cuboidal
or flattens cell

=

EMMI ight *

Him,e-iqi.IE#u-nifeutationdL6sIsI.b.ii*
→ cystic dilatation - fibrosis in liver -_ AR

=

* histologic description
- Adult/Aneurysm = AD

- cysts are lined by cuboidal , low culomnar or
flattened ep.tk

* 3rd Common cause d- end stage renal disease

* Ass with Von Meyeburg Complexes in liner ( bile duct dilatation )
+ Hepatic cysts , aneurysms
* Autosomal nesses ive more Ass with hepatic cysts AD→ cyst.gs in multiple
And cyst only in liver + Pancreas

organs

* most common cause of death→Hyper tent:on + Heart disease

* early stage GFR Normal

Acquired cystic kidney disease Medullary spongy kidney
-3 or more cysts per kidney in patients with longstanding hemo or peritoneal dyalysis

- Sporadic cystic disease
- Male > Female

- bilateral cystic dilutions of medullary collecting duct, (Normal
- Adult > children cortex)
* Risk of Renal cell Carcinoma

- ASS with hemi hypertrophy d- body
Marfan 's syndrome

-40% of kidney with cysts
-usually in Adult card; ¢

( AD + AR = Call kidney with cysts) *Normal sized kidney Ehlers Danlos syndrome
withMultiple small cyst normal

- Histologic di scription→ Low Culmnar/Cuboidal in medullary Pyramids→ spongy like appearance- cyst may contain oxalate crystals * Mostly bilateral /
↳✓"✗

* cuboidal e.Pith
* management⇒ Cranberry

Juice
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